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SM2198 In this class, we cover number of the more advanced simulation workflows, ways to avoid
pitfalls and discover available tools for interpreting and managing the results. The class starts with the
advantages of the flexible Design/Simulation Model architecture that Sim 360 offers. Next we dive into
analysis of assemblies subjected to various contact conditions. We cover modal frequency analysis and
how to interpret the results using mass participation factors. We talk about various options for complex
fatigue load analyses. Finally, we put all the results together through the Decision Center and
Comparison environment.

Learning Objectives
At the end of this class, you will be able to:


Better understand the advantages of Design/Simulation Model Structure



Set up contact conditions for accurate stress analysis of assemblies 2



Effectively interpret the modal results for understanding of dynamic response of the model 3



Perform Fatigue analysis based on multiple load histories



Use the Decision Center to quickly manage the key results

About the Speaker
I've been using simulation tools for the last 16 years. The first 10 years as a simulation
customer doing FEA and CFD analysis for a manufacturing company. I have spent the past 6
years “in the field” as a Technical Specialist before recently moving over to product
development as the Product Manager for Simulation CFD.
My customer contact has spanned across a wide assortment of industries including electronics,
oil and gas, automotive, and medical. The type of activities aside from technical sales included
training and implementation, mentoring, and consulting projects.
My goal for this class is to show you how to effectively take advantage of the more advanced
functionality in Simulation 360.
Email: heath.houghton@autodesk.com
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CAD/Simulation Model/Studies Architecture
Any Sim 360 Document may contain many CAD models, and each CAD model can contain
many Simulation models with various levels of simplifications suitable for different types of
studies which may be shared across any set of studies.
This organization allows you to effectively manage your model simplifications and “What If?”
scenarios- as new changes in a common CAD model spreads through all Simulation models,
and further simplifications in a Simulation model is automatically shared across the
corresponding studies that are sharing the Sim model, so no need to repeat simplifications over
and over again. In addition any study or Model and its Studies may easily be cloned to form the
basis of new “What If?” scenario
For example in the chart below, CAD model A has two types of simplifications, one geared
towards structural analysis (A1) and the other towards thermal analysis (A2) which are shared
by the respective Studies. Any change in Model A is shared across all 6 studies, where as any
further simplification in Sim. Model A1 automatically become available to Stress Studies 1 to 4.
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Assembly Analysis
Contacts:

The ways parts interact with each other through contact is the core of any assembly analysis.
Although common default type for contact is “Bonded”, (i.e. parts welded), this essentially
reduces the assembly model to one complex part comprised of many components that are
welded together. However, in many practical/physical situations one needs to allow more
relative movements between the parts to avoid over stiffening of the assembly, one great
candidate for that is the “Sliding (no separation)” type contact. This contact easily allows to
close the gap (or ignore them) between various parts’ surfaces, so parts can readily slide along
the gap without moving away from or towards each other, essentially like a frictionless ball
bearing between them. Note that this type of contact is an inherently a linear contact meaning
that it is not dependent on the load magnitude, as the contact condition between the parts
remains the same throughout the loading process.
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If the closing of the gaps between parts’ faces due to small deformation is a possibility then one
needs to define separation type contact, with or without sliding so once parts start touching the
movement in the contact area may happen with no friction or infinite friction (essentially no
sliding)- This type of contact is an inherently nonlinear contact meaning that it is dependent on
the load magnitude and the amount of deformation it produces. As the gaps between the faces
close, the contact area changes therefore the final deformation may not be proportional to the
load magnitude.

Dealing with hanging/disconnected parts

As the assemblies get larger and more complex the possibility of missing a crucial contact
relation between parts increases- there are number of pre and post-processing options to
discover and alleviate this situation- at the pre-processing level, Sim 360 offers DOF and
Groups viewing tools which examine the combination of the connectivity among various parts
and their corresponding constraints to isolate parts or sub-assemblies that may not be properly
constrained and/or are just simply isolated without having any contact to any other parts of the
assembly- therefore they are hanging parts that are typically an unwanted behavior. Note to
quickly examine level of a part’s connectivity, is to use the “List by Part” option for the Contacts
node in the browser and go to the particular part listed to browse through all its corresponding
contacts by Part”
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In addition, Sim 360 offers robust solvers for assembly analysis, so even in cases that there are
some hanging parts in the simulation model, the solver automatically attaches numerical
stabilizers to those parts which results in reasonable results in many situations but more
importantly allows the user to look at the displacements and animation of the results and
perhaps spot those freely moving parts and if needed to restrain them properly and rerun the
analysis, the hanging parts may typically exhibit unusually large displacement/movements that
becomes clear in “Actual Size” deformation plots as shown below
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Making Sense of Modal analysis
Modal frequency of a model and their corresponding mode shapes provide important clues into
the vibrational behavior and dynamic response of the model- the common wisdom suggests to
keep the modal frequencies away from the frequencies of the operation and/or of the external
excitations/loadings. So, if the frequency of a mode and main direction of its underlying mode
shape (deformation) align with a frequency and direction of an external load it could spell
trouble. However, this is not necessarily true if a corresponding modes carries vary little mass
with it, using F=Ma interpretation, and this is where Mass Participation Factors become a very
useful differentiators. In Sim 360, the post-processing results for modal analysis provide a
tabulated list of all the Mass Participation Factor (MMF) percentage at the three principle
direction of the model for each mode. For example an operating frequency may travel from zero
to 200 Hz, with main forces lined in Y direction if there are no modes with substantial MMF in
that direction, then most likely the dynamic response of the model should be stable. Note for
typical dynamic response analysis, it is generally preferred to include enough modes to capture
the full range of the operating frequencies or 80% of the total MMF (Sum at the bottom).
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Fatigue Analysis for multiple load cases studies
Sim 360 offers both stress based and strain based Fatigue analyses, for single load condition it
is best to create Fatigue study under given Stress study, however if one needs to account for
combined effect of different loading conditions then the proper approach is to define a
standalone Fatigue study that can include many existing Stress and/or Thermal-Stress studiesIn this case there are number of conditions that need to be satisfied, such as the consistency of
the underlying Sim model, material properties, as well as a common mesh, that can be taken
from one of the chosen studies.

Complex load cycles can be put together through the Cycle History command/dialog, by either
applying all the loads through a common load cycle or as sequential events of different loads.
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Buckling
Sim 360 allows users to understand structural buckling. Give the proper constraints and loads
and then also the number of buckling modes you want to compute. In the visualization of the
results, you will see the load multiplier for each buckling mode. This value is the multiplier that
had to be applied to your current loads to achieve the buckling mode.
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Thermal Stress
Simulate temperature-induced stresses. There are several ways to define loading for
thermal stress simulations:
 Define both thermal and structural loads and boundary condition in the same study
 Import temperatures from other thermal studies within the document
 Import a CFD model and resultant temperatures from Autodesk® Simulation CFD.
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Putting it all together through Decision Center
As the number of Simulation studies and design variations grow one needs a quick way of
viewing summary of the key results and design objectives, this is where Sim 360’s Decision
Center comes in very handy- it basically aggregates various groups of studies and design
objectives into a dynamically updated Summary table which allows to quickly see if any of your
studies does not meet their objectives.
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